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Overview
Property ID: BDR-22222
Location: Bodrum Gulluk
Property Type: Apartment
Situation: Under Construction
Distance to sea: 500 m
Distance to shop: 300 m
Distance to airport: 15 km
Distance to center: 500 m
2+1: 80,000 eur, 1 bathroom, 110 m2
3+1: 97,000 eur, 2 bathroom, 125 m2
4+1: 129,000 eur, 3 bathroom, 167 m2
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Description
New apartments, commercial properties in Gulluk Bodrum
New apartments, commercial properties for sale in Gulluk Bodrum. This new project consists 67 blocks and 86 apartments
in total, being built on 4600 m2 plot. There are twenty two 3+1 flats for 125 m2, fourty 2+1 flats for 110 m2 and five 4+1
flats for 140 m2, also 12 commercial shops for 412 m2 and 12 another shops from 76 m2. Fully completion on end of 2018.
About Gulluk Village:
Gulluk is a port and a fishing village which is the place where everyone who loves the sea and will want to spend every
month of the year, every day here. It is a charming fishing village with fishermen and restaurants settling around the
Mandalya Bay and Asin Bay. Immediately after the beach, all the houses that settled in the rising hills are seeing the sea.
The most beautiful fish in the sea and the marine found in the north of Gulluk. You can sit at one of the beach restaurants
and enjoy to eat a snake fish. There are dozens of restaurants in Gulluk and you can eat all kinds of olive oil and Aegean
dishes as well as the most delicious fish along the coast where the oldest restaurant of Belden starts from Old Depo
Restaurant and where new structures are located.
Güllük is the "calm neighbor of Bodrum". Both close and far. In 20 minutes you can mix into the noise and crowds of
Bodrum. Do you get caught in the coolness of the Gulf? Jump on the trip boats waiting at the port. Pasha Kiz Ayşe, Big
Grouper, Hermias, All of these will carry you to the coolness of the bay.

Available features for this property
Complex Security, Earthquake resistant, High quality construction standards, Satellite system, Walking Distance From bus
stop, Walking Distance From centre, Walking Distance From Sea, Walking Distance From shop,
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